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Abstract

As artificial agents are introduced into diverse workplaces, basic configurations underlying the organization of work 
undergo a fundamental change. This implies that the work we do is subject to alteration along with who does the 
work that opens new social challenges. Questions regarding the extent of acceptance of these agents in work set-
tings as well as the consequences of collaborating with artificial agents on human agents indicate the need to better 
understand the mechanisms that underpin a collaborative sociotechnical system. This book chapter discusses how 
the interplay between humans and artificial agents enables human–robot collaboration as a new way of working. 
Thus, we first focused on the agents and their interactive processes in the system to analyze how agency is ascribed 
to nonhuman entities. Thereafter, the results of two experiments are presented to reflect on the impact of attributing 
agency to an artificial agent on humans. This study provides recommendations for the design of artificial agents 
and organizational strategies in terms of which social practices and changes in the working context are required to 
provide possibilities for successful collaborations.
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1 Agency in Sociotechnical Systems: How to Enact 
Human–robot Collaboration

Over the last decade, advances in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) have en-
abled passive objects to become active and agentic. Automation, which was 
principally focused on physical functions, has now begun to impact cognitive 
functions, such as complex motor coordination, perception processing, and de-
cision-making [Hollnagel 1995]. An increasing use of assistant systems such as 
social robots and cobots, which are a specific form of robots that can work closely 
with humans [Faccio et al. 2019], is an example of artificial agents penetrating 
our everyday lives. Although a lot of the technology that allows these agents to 
initiate or respond to a variety of interactions with humans already exists, the so-
cial implications of these interactions enter new potentialities that have not been 
fully addressed. 

Extensive research has shown that the subjective experience and willingness 
of humans to accept this integration is as relevant as the objective properties 
and functionalities of these technologies [De Graaf and Allouch 2013; Echterhoff 
et al. 2006]. Considering that humans are integral parts of these systems as 
sense-making actors and end-users, this book chapter analyzes the challenges 
associated with the integration of artificial agents into human social systems to 
facilitate collaboration. 
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Developments in the field of AI suggest an increase in the autonomy of ma-
chines. One important implication of such autonomy is the ascribed (social) qual-
ities, such as agency, which affects the perceptions and expectations of humans. 
The unpredictability of the actions undertaken by artificial agents may lead to 
situations where agency becomes an issue [Weber et al. 2013]. This unpredict-
ability is mainly due to the inadequate understanding of computational mecha-
nisms. Scholars have long debated the impact of attributing agency to machines 
on the diffusion of responsibility. For instance, Boos et al. [2013] argued that 
users can only be held accountable if they understand, predict, and influence 
work processes [Boos et al. 2013]. This approach emphasizes the fit of an actor’s 
accountability demands and their control capabilities while considering the ca-
pacities of robots. Although attributing responsibility is the social function of being 
in control (i.e., a sense of agency) [Frith 2014], current artificial agents cannot be 
held responsible. Furthermore, understanding the notion of agency is relevant for 
improving user acceptance in human–machine interactions [Kim 2016; Lee et al. 
2015], building trust in these relationships [Engen et al. 2016], and analyzing the 
ethical implications of smart technologies [Lin et al. 2012]. These arguments war-
rant a fresh look at artificial agents and their impact on human agents.

To analyze the challenges associated with collaboration with artificial agents, 
we focused on work settings and investigated how the interplay between humans 
and artificial agents enables collaboration. As the social is affected by material 
dimension but also affecting the material dimension [Leonardi 2012; Orlikowski 
2009; Zammuto et al. 2007], it is necessary to study how this integration changes 
the sociotechnical dynamics of organizations. However, establishing the societal 
consequences of emerging forms of interaction with technology is beyond the 
scope of this chapter. 

This chapter has been organized as follows. First, it defines the notion of agen-
cy and provides the framework for further analysis in sociotechnical systems, 
where humans are supported by technologies. Next, the results of two user ex-
periments are discussed to provide a detailed picture of how collaboration with 
artificial agents affects humans and their basic needs. Finally, the contributions 
are summarized, and the directions of future research are discussed.

2 Enacting Human–robot Collaboration

To obtain a balanced emphasis on the social and technical aspects of working 
conditions, we used the sociotechnical system (STS) approach. This theoretical 
framework suggests that within organizations, humans (social) and technology 
(material) continually constitute the features of others. The notion of STS was 
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developed by Trist and Bamforth in the mid-twentieth century to describe systems 
comprising a complex interaction between humans, machines, and the environ-
mental aspects of the work system. Previously, the material dimension of orga-
nizations was considered as an external discrete input to the study of the social 
dimensions of organizations. Thus, it undermined the role of the social context 
in shaping the designs and uses of new technologies over time. However, this 
framework follows a relational ontology perspective [Law 2004; Barad 2007] and 
stresses the reciprocal interrelationship and entanglement of humans and tech-
nologies that shape technical and social working conditions. Although the social 
subsystem comprises individuals as members of the organization, the relation-
ship among them, and their social attributes, the technical subsystem comprises 
the devices, techniques, and skills used by individuals to perform organizational 
tasks [Leonardi, 2012]. Thus, with a focus on the constitutive effect of the mate-
rial and social dimensions, the properties of technologies and humans should be 
considered to explain how new affordances for working are created [Orlikowski 
2009; Zammuto et al. 2007].

An underlying premise of this approach is that capacities for action are enacted 
in practice [Orlikowski and Scott 2008]. As machines become more sophisticated, 
understanding the agency attributed to these entities and its impact on humans 
and collaboration becomes even more critical. Agency is regarded as the capaci-
ty to act [Gray et al. 2007]. Two abstracted properties of agency are intentionality 
and autonomy [Bandura 1999; Banks 2019]. Intentionality is characterized by the 
capacity of an agent to process the contents of the mental state and justify ac-
tions or decisions. According to the theory of action [Davidson 1963], an action is 
intentional when it is caused by certain mental states. Thus, if no patterns of inter-
action and coordination based on expectations are identified, it is a coincidence 
and unintended. Autonomy is a combination of two Greek terms, auto (self) and 
nomos (governance) and is expressed in two dimensions: self-directedness (i.e., 
free will) and self-sufficiency (i.e., free act) [Bradshaw et al. 2013]. The former de-
scribes the agent’s capability to take care of itself and create its agenda, while the 
latter describes the extent to which an agent is independent of external control. 
Thus, if no contingency or deviation from the set course is involved, an action is 
determined and preprogrammed.

Focusing on the agency of representative entities in a sociotechnical system 
can facilitate the development of more robust theories of the interrelationship be-
tween humans and artificial agents within a workplace. Moreover, it can potential-
ly inform future strategic objectives for organizations that aim to integrate artificial 
agents. Therefore, this study analyzed how social and material entities and their 
agencies are continually coconstructed to enable a new way of working, namely 
human–robot collaboration. Human–robot collaboration refers to a collaborative 
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partnership between humans and robots in completing tasks and focuses on co-
ordinating joint activities between them [Ajoudani et al. 2018]. 

Collaboration can be differentiated from cooperation, where tasks for achiev-
ing a common goal are divided among participants, and each agent is responsi-
ble for only a part of the problem-solving. Collaboration is characterized by “the 
mutual engagement of participants in a coordinated effort to solve the problem 
together” [Roschelle and Teasley 1995, p. 70]. Therefore, collaborations require 
all agents to jointly engage in the entire task. That is, collaboration employs a 
complementarity approach and exceeds existing research that mostly substitutes 
humans with machines. 

Studies have shown that human–AI collaboration can outperform a group of 
humans and sophisticated AI-based systems [Wang et al. 2016; Siegel 2016]. The 
resulting team success can be attributed to the unique advantages that emerge 
from combining human and AI capabilities in a compatible manner [Krüger et al. 
2017]. Although the strengths of AI lie in analytical decision-making that involves 
the gathering and processing of large amounts of data, humans are well-versed 
in flexibility, creativity, and intuitive decision-making, particularly when heuristics 
are necessary for decision-making in uncertainty [Dragicevic et al. 2020; Jarrahi 
2018]. Thus, artificial agents can extend human capabilities in task performance 
and decision-making.

To build an effective system, one needs to examine how integrating artificial 
agents reconfigures the main domains of an organization, including the i) division 
of labor and ii) integration of efforts. The former focuses on how to distribute 
tasks and decision rights among agents (human or artificial), and the latter elab-
orates on how to ensure the alignment of the efforts of different agents with the 
organizational goals. Therefore, studying the agents within this system is the first 
step to developing a better sense of the sociotechnical development process. 
However, using a sociotechnical approach to analyze collaboration with artificial 
agents does not mean categorizing social and technical actors and their actions 
but rather, showing the conditions of possibilities for these assumed categories 
or actors to behave in certain ways. Accordingly, it focuses on the flow of social 
formulations that enact those actions and performances [Hultin 2019]. Thus, we 
explored how agents (human and artificial) and their properties and identities 
are continuously performed to enable collaborative work between humans and 
robots as a new way of working.

Each subsection refers to an original work of the authors conducted as part of 
the dissertation. First, we focused on the agents and their interactive processes 
in the system to analyze how agency is ascribed to nonhuman entities (subsec-
tion 2.1). Thereafter, the results of two experiments are presented to reflect on 
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the impact of attributing agency to an artificial agent on humans (subsections 2.2 
and 2.3)

2.1. Robots as Artificial Agents

Several theoretical models such as the Actor–Network Theory [Latour 1996] and 
Double Dance of Agency [Rose and Jones 2005] suggest that ascribing agency 
is not limited to humans but also nonhuman entities, such as technologies. We 
differentiated between the agency of humans and that of machines and studied 
how these types of agencies are interrelated. 

Recent developments in the field of AI suggest an increase in the agency of 
machines, as we assign them roles that were previously filled by humans. How-
ever, the unpredictability of the actions undertaken by artificial agents leads to 
situations where agency becomes an issue [Weber et al. 2013]. For instance, 
who would be responsible for the harm that is caused by a self-driving car? Con-
sidering that humans and machines do not possess the same capabilities [Engen 
et al. 2016; Rose and Jones 2005], we investigated the concept of agency and 
sought to comprehend the properties that humans seek when ascribing agency 
to nonhuman entities, such as robots.

Previous studies discovered different features related to our perception of 
machine agency, such as adaptability [Franklin and Graesser 1997], purpose-
ful-looking movement [Scholl and Tremoulet 2000], complementary personalities 
[Lee et al. 2006], and humanlike appearance [Itoh and Inagaki 2004; Lee et al. 
2015]. A seminal study in this area is the work of Rose and Turex [2000], which 
relates the perceived agency of machines to the human tendency toward anthro-
pomorphism and describes machine agency as the extent to which machines are 
perceived by humans as having autonomy [Rose and Turex 2000]. 

We incorporated variable dimensions to develop a typology of artificial agents 
from a theoretical perspective. Typology is a conceptual classification that is 
mostly used in social, rather than natural sciences [Baily 1994]. It is one of the 
common styles of theorizing that systematically categorizes specific dimensions 
and features to create distinct types and profiles [Cornelissen 2017]. Classifying 
the artificial agents enables a deep and extended analysis of theories in previous 
studies about (social) agency to reflect on the possible consequences of human 
interactions with artificial agents on human–human interaction.

Depending on how machines control the input–output cycle and pursue the 
goal, we conceptualized artificial agents in four types, i) Non-AI marginally au-
tonomous agents, ii) AI marginally autonomous agents, iii) AI semiautonomous 
agents, and iv) AI pseudoautonomous agents [Zafari and Koeszegi 2018]. A key 
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distinction among these artificial agents is the extent to which they independent-
ly perform tasks. The autonomous consideration of AI marginally autonomous 
agents lies in their ability to move without human intervention, while AI semiau-
tonomous agents adapt their goal settings because of their self-learning capaci-
ties. Responsibility implies autonomy; therefore, artificial agents are exempt from 
the usual responsibility practices and attribution. Thus, by finding such an artifi-
cial agent as the source of a failure or negative outcome, we need to understand 
how it determined the cause of failure to handle the issue and prevent a repeti-
tion. Thus, the responsibility for harm caused by artificial agents will always re-
main with human agents who initiate or manage the collaboration as the artificial 
agents are under the authority of the human agent in every step of the process.

The insights gained from this work [Zafari and Koeszegi 2018] may support the 
notion of collaborative agency [Kuziemsky and Cornett 2013]. Thus, agency does 
not belong to any actors and can be viewed as social affordance that emerges 
from the interaction between humans and artificial agents. This correlates with 
the relational ontology that argued that agency is constantly forming within the 
action [Law 2004; Barad 2007]. The agency attributed to an agent (human or ar-
tificial) may change in scale, over time and from one situation to another. There-
fore, emphasis needs to be placed on the large-scale “system” at the heart of the 
analysis rather than discussing single agents to better elucidate organizational 
challenges. 

2.2. Attitudes toward Artificial Agents

During collaboration, the activities of humans and robots occur in the same phys-
ical and social spaces [Dautenhahn and Sanders 2011]. This highlights the im-
portance of the social aspects of interaction between these agents. Furthermore, 
ascribing agency to another entity highly depends on the physical and behavioral 
features of the entity and the characteristics of the perceiver [Takayama 2011; 
Waytz et al. 2010]. Studies on human–robot interaction (HRI) have mostly fo-
cused on the former [e.g., Itoh and Inagaki 2004; Lee et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2006], 
and there is still an extremely limited understanding of the cognitive processes 
that occur during HRI. Several technological features in robotics (such as in-
creased sensitivity and safety) allow collaborative robots to support joint action 
in close contact with humans within a shared workspace [Bauer et al. 2008]. 
Inadequate effective management of social and cognitive features such as psy-
chological safety [Edmondson 1999] and situational awareness [Cramton 2001] 
burden the collaboration between humans and robots. To provide insight into the 
cognition and intentional stance of humans while interacting with artificial agents, 
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it is necessary to analyze the conditions that ensure the acceptance of the sup-
port of artificial agents without limiting human agency.

User studies about the Roomba robot showed that the owners exhibited differ-
ent behaviors from the same robot vacuum cleaner; some gave it a name while it 
emptied its way, and some treated it like any other home application and did not 
talk to it [Takayama 2011; Forlizzi and Disalvo 2006]. This implied that the status 
of an entity’s agency is not static, and the predefined and programmed functions 
of the entity and the perception of agency influence how we behave and inter-
act with an entity. Moreover, recent studies [Appel et al. 2020; Złotowski et al. 
2017] have shown that experience, as a dimension of mind perception, as well 
as agency, is related to an uncanny feeling toward humanlike robots and requires 
a better understanding of how ascribing agency elicits uncanniness or negative 
responses. 

Although there is minimal theoretical knowledge regarding the agency of ro-
bots, it is necessary to not only describe but conduct an empirical study to ex-
plain under which conditions attributed agency positively/negatively impacts the 
attitudes toward robots. Thus, we conducted a vignette study and investigated 
the mechanism of the attitudes toward artificial agents. Vignettes refer to text, im-
ages, or videos that shortly describe a specific situation to evoke the attitudes or 
beliefs of participants concerning the present situation [Hughes and Huby 2002]. 
The flexibility of vignettes allows the exploration of factors and elements of inter-
est by combining traditional survey and experimental design [Steiner et al. 2016]. 
Participants were asked to watch a video and respond to a postvideo question-
naire from the perspective of the vignette character as if they were that person in 
that situation. 

We created two videos in which a human and robot collaborate to assemble a 
product (Figure 1). The main difference between the conditions is that under the 
“low agency” condition, the robot’s behavior was relatively deterministic, while its 
behavior under the “high agency” condition was unpredictable. Thus, the actions 
of the cobot were not presuggested but were imperatively used to reflect the high 
level of autonomy.

The results showed that attributing high levels of agency to robots was associ-
ated with negative attitudes toward them only when individuals perceived low 
control during collaboration [Zafari and Koeszegi 2020]. Therefore, the lower the 
levels of decision control (inhibiting human autonomy), the lower the positive at-
titudes toward the robot with a high level of agency. Although preliminary, this 
finding highlights the role of the perception of control in promoting positive atti-
tudes toward artificial agents. It implied that people do not perceive the high level 
of agency for artificial agents as negative except when they feel a lack of control 
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during the work process. Furthermore, because perceived control is highly relat-
ed to the diffusion of responsibility [Bandura 1991], it is necessary to consider the 
nature of perceived control in the collaborative context and establish approaches 
to enhance the perceptions of control for individuals working alongside artificial 
agents. 

Figure 1 Screenshot of the video vignette that represents an artificial agent 
collaborating with a human agent

2.3. Interaction Style of Artificial Agents

A previous study on computers-are-social-actors established that social respons-
es to computers fall under natural reactions to social situations; therefore, the 
principles drawn from sociology and social psychology are relevant for user inter-
face design [Nass et al. 1994]. We interact with others according to our interpre-
tation of the stimulus we receive from them [Blumer 1969]. The interpretation is a 
flexible social construct, which depends on the context and party involved [Pinch 
and Bijker 1984]. It helps us to clarify what to expect from the other party and is 
the basis for our future interactions.

Research predicts that service robots will soon be used within the social sphere 
of human agents as “natural” interaction partners [Floridi 2008]. With an increase 
in the entanglement of HRI, questions regarding the needs concerning the design 
of service robot applications have arisen. The appropriate design and implemen-
tation of robots serving with humans have been confirmed to be more challenging 
than old-fashioned industrial robots serving for humans. Robots serving for hu-
mans need to be capable of operating more or less autonomously and learning 
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from errors, while robots serving with humans require the ability to communicate 
and interact with humans on a level involving understanding and responsiveness 
toward the human interaction partner [Kolbeinsson et al. 2019; Decker 2013]. 
This places a high demand on the quality of the interaction between humans and 
robots.

Considering that how a robot interacts with people can affect the efficiency of 
collaboration [Schulz et al. 2018], we focused on the interaction style of artificial 
agents and conducted a laboratory-based experiment with a Pepper robot de-
veloped by SoftBank Robotics using a built-in software. To design the interaction 
style of the robot, we referred to the “Big Two” dimensions of agency and com-
munion [Bakan 1966]. Although the external validity of laboratory experiments is 
relatively lower than that of field experiments, they are a common method for HRI 
studies. A possible explanation for this is that most service robots are not easily 
accessible for daily usage since they are still in the research and development 
phase [Von der Puetten et al. 2018]. Laboratory experiments benefit from the 
high control over the extraneous variables that facilitate the replication of the 
conditions [Tanner 2018]. Therefore, they are useful for testing predictions and 
providing implication for designers of future robots.

We created two conditions of “person-oriented” and “task-oriented” interac-
tion styles in which a service robot verbally assisted participants while they were 
building a house of cards. The robot under the person-oriented condition focused 
on socioemotional support and provided the participants with simple motivational 
phrases, while the robot’s focus under the task-oriented condition was on task 
performance and provided guidance concerning the goal and participant’s prog-
ress.

The experimental results showed that people interacting with a robot with a 
person-oriented interaction style reported higher self-efficacy in HRI, compared 
with that of a robot with a task-oriented interaction style. Moreover, we observed 
that several dimensions of the personality of a robot (specifically, extraversion, 
agreeableness, and emotional stability) can be simulated via robot verbal and 
speech interface design [Zafari et al. 2019]. These findings suggest the role of 
the interaction style of the robot in promoting perceived self-efficacy, which is 
crucial in developing trust in HRI. This implies that when a robot places emphasis 
on forming and maintaining a social relationship rather than pursuing goals and 
manifesting skills, an individual’s belief concerning their capabilities to perform in 
a particular situation heightens. 
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3 Discussion and Conclusion

Investigating the role of technology in organizations is a continuing concern with-
in organizational research. Although new technologies are embraced for their 
capacity to create new ways of working, their disruptive impacts should not be 
undermined. This calls for a social science and human factor perspective to an-
alyze the domains where these technologies potentially can and should be used 
and where they can but should not be used as their implementation may pose 
threats and challenges to organizations and society. 

This book chapter discusses human–robot collaboration as a representa-
tive form of sociotechnical systems. It contributes to a better understanding of 
the impact of artificial agents on the behavior of human agents by discussing 
how the successful integration of the emerging technologies of AI and robotics 
in organizations depends not only on overcoming technical limitations but also 
considering social challenges. We demonstrated how the integration of artificial 
agents into social systems is reshaping the organization of work as the engage-
ment with artificial agents creates the conditionality that makes certain practices 
enacted. Therefore, changes in work organization depend on assumed human 
agency, and the engagement with artificial agents creates a new arrangement of 
shared control in which agency is assigned and attributed to humans and artificial 
agents. This collaboration mindset helps to position human agents as the cocre-
ators of the outcomes rather than the passive receiver of services provided by 
artificial agents. Thus, to better elucidate organizational challenges, we need to 
emphasize the system rather than the analysis of single agents. 

The empirical findings reported in this chapter shed new light on social pro-
cesses and their contribution to how people collaborate with artificial agents. As 
the ascribed agency to robots increases, the use of social processes in HRI also 
increases [Breazeal 2004]. The artificial nature of these agents presents several 
implications for their social interactions with humans; therefore, we suggested a 
set of contextual factors that influence the enactment of human–robot collabo-
ration. We observed that the high perception of autonomy for an artificial agent 
leads to a lower acceptance and positive attitudes toward them when the level 
of perceived control for a human agent is low (inhibiting human autonomy). Fur-
thermore, we observed that a robot’s interaction style in providing feedback could 
be considered as a factor affecting self-efficacy in human collaborations. From a 
self-determination theory perspective, experiencing a sense of efficacy must be 
accompanied by a sense of autonomy [Deci and Ryan 2000] for intrinsic motiva-
tion to flourish, as the former resembles the need for competence, while the latter 
resembles the need for autonomy. Thus, the approach to the design of artificial 
agents requires the satisfaction of these human needs. 
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This emphasizes the importance of informal structure in enhancing the suc-
cess of technological integration. The impact of delegating decisions and assign-
ing roles to artificial agents in organizations is not limited to formal domains of 
organization (i.e., division of labor and integration processes) because the basic 
needs of individuals (i.e., needs for autonomy and competence), their work roles, 
and the social organizational structure are also affected. These findings suggest 
that for a successful integration of artificial agents into workspaces, a mindful 
consideration of the social components of interaction among humans and artifi-
cial agents is essential. 

In addition to its exploratory nature, this chapter offers insight into which prac-
tices and changes in work organization are required to provide possibilities for 
successful integration. In this process, the key constructs are defined, the rela-
tionship between them is elucidated, and findings are discussed to demonstrate 
the viability of theoretical methods that offer minimal empirical support. This con-
tribution can be classified as an intermediate theory [Edmondson and McManus 
2007] that identifies new relationships among phenomena by reconceptualizing 
explanatory frameworks.

The scope of this study was limited in terms of work organization and analyzed 
how advances in the field of AI and robotics are affecting collaboration. A natu-
ral progression of this study is to analyze the possibilities and consequences of 
integrating these technologies into the tasks and processes that cannot yet be 
assigned to artificial agents, such as those requiring creativity. Further research 
can go beyond dyadic interactions between a human and artificial agent and 
explore how the team characteristics (such as the diversity or composition of a 
team) affect work dynamics and collaboration. 

The collaboration process has a fundamental social component that robots 
working as the physical interaction partners of the human agent present a great 
risk on fundamental structures that are usually brought forth within human–human 
interaction, e.g., social norms. People expect artificial agents to apply the same 
norms that govern human–human interaction, and behavior that is not performed 
sufficiently similar to that of humans hinders the pragmatics of interaction [Sciutti 
et al. 2015]. Although humans will adapt to the capabilities of artificial agents 
[Hirschmanner et al. 2021] as well as the functionality of the sociotechnical sys-
tem [Zafari et al. 2021], the impacts of constant interaction with artificial agents on 
the development and changes in social norms remain unclear. As Goffman [1983] 
emphasizes, the social self and individual actor are created through interactions 
[Goffman 1983]. The societal consequences of artificial agents penetrating the 
social lives of humans are intriguing and can be explored for further research. 
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